Folding Door
ASSA ABLOY SW200i™-Fold

ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems

The global leader in
doors opening solutions

Maximum space. Maximum convenience.
ASSA ABLOY SW200i-Fold

When your space is limited, look to folding doors to maximize every possible inch of door opening and floor space. Whether you choose two or four panel, in-fold or out-fold, you are assured of a package which provides automated door convenience in the smallest of environments.

The ASSA ABLOY SW200i-Fold provides barrier-free, two-way traffic in just a fraction of the space required by automatic sliding or swing door packages. Now, you can achieve automatic door convenience, even in the tightest of corridors.

The ASSA ABLOY SW200i-Fold utilizes the powerful ASSA ABLOY SW200i operator … known for its durability and ruggedness. The ASSA ABLOY SW200i-Fold is suitable for new construction and retrofit projects, and is ideal for a variety of applications including: hotels, hospitals, retail, office buildings and many more.

ASSA ABLOY SW200i-Fold
Flexible and Functional

By requiring only a fraction of the space needed by traditional slide and swing door packages, the ASSA ABLOY SW200i-Fold allows you to achieve automatic door convenience in the tightest of corridors.

Eliminate the large space requirements of traditional sliding and swing doors

Swing doors require five times more space than folding doors. Sliding doors require twice the wall space of folding doors.

SW200i-IG Specs

- Space saving design
- 2-panel or 4-panel
- Out-fold or in-fold
- Emergency breakaway
- New construction or retrofit
- Stack pressure compensation
- Durable
- Compliance with ANSI A156.10
- Low energy consumption
- Power surge protection
- Brown out performance
- Battery back-up (optional)